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DURABILITY BY DESIGN

We believe in durability. With millions of tons of waste thrown 
away each year we find it hard to believe why new products 
are still made from new raw materials when there is so much 
waste that can be reused. At ECOPOTS we use recycled   
plastics to produce our pots. But that’s not all. In our                
philosophy, durability is more than reusing materials. It’s also 
about designing and producing products that are not only 
sturdy, frost resistant and break proof, but that are also      
timeless in their design and use of colours. Beautiful today, 
tomorrow and in ten years time. Because we believe the most 
durable products are those you don’t want – or have to - 
replace every year.



DESIGN

Elegant. Simple. Clever. Timeless. Words that cover our design 
philosophy. We want our pots and planters to be the perfect 
fit for your plant, making it the best plant and pot combina-
tion possible.



DISTINCTIVE FINISH

All ECOPOTS pots and planters have a distinctive, handcraf-
ted finish, making each pot unique. Despite being made from 
recycled plastics, an ECOPOTS looks like a pot made from 
stone or concrete. The used recycled materials makes the 
pots not only sustainable but, unlike fiberclay pots, also      
lightweight, frost resistant and break proof. These unique   
characteristics makes every pot look and feel like no other 
plastic pot in market today, making ECOPOTS the-go-to 
brand for everybody looking to combine timeless design with 
durability.



INNOVATION

ECOPOTS has a name when it comes to innovation in pottery. 
Our Hanging Bruges for instance is the first balcony planter 
with integrated brackets. Or our Amsterdam Wall, a small wall 
mounted pot with an almost invisible suspension system.          
Or what to say about our Venice, with a unique drainage 
solution? In many ways, ECOPOTS is truly unique. Want to find 
out more about our innovation or discover our whole            
collection? Just visit our website.

www.ecopots.eu



OUR TIMELESS COLOURS*

white grey grey blue grey dark grey terra cotta

*available colours may vary per country

taupe



Around every two seconds, 160.000 new plastic bags are 
being made. New bags, often to be turned into waste after 
just a single use. Every year we use more than 80.000.000 tons 
of plastic of which barely 10% is being recycled. And yet, 
dispite this ever growing soup of plastic waste, new raw       
materials keep on being used for the production of consumer 
goods. With so much waste to work with, we don’t get that. 
That’s why ECOPOTS uses recycled plastics for the production 
of our pots. More than 65% of our pots consists of these            
recycled plastics. It’s a small step on a world scale, but at 
least it’s a step in the right direction.



recycled plastics

uv resistant

lightweight

indoor and outdoor

breakproof

completely seamless

frost resistant


